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1. This picture shows the
game mat. For 15mm it
is 4 feet width and 3 foot
depth.

Here is a report about a playtest game.
The game is “Wars of the Roses”
This playtest uses 15mm. We are also testing it with 25mm.
The rules will be out in January 2020.

The pink under sheet covers the 6 x 4 table .
Notice that this gives a
lot of space for figures,
markers and rules. Thus
keeping the actual play
area clear of detritus.
Really don’t like clutter
all over the game.

Deployment
2. View from attacker’s perspective.
The armies have both been deployed.
Each army is deployed in the nearest row of zones. The table is divided into a grid of 16 zones. 4 zones
wide and 4 zones deep. Each zone contains a “ward” . A ward is a collection of units. On the very left of
the picture is the attacker’s off table cavalry.




The gentle hills can be clearly seen
The near right corner contains a marsh.
The blank central template is there to guide players as to where zones are.

A flank view of the deployed armies.
3. Units are formed from 8 increments. In this 15mm battle each increment is a
half base. It is perfectly fine to have each increment as a whole base if one has
plenty of figures. In 25mm we have used 4 bases per unit with success.
Each army has 3 generals.

This is a view of
the defender’s reserve
4. There are two units of
cavalry.
There are also 6 units of
levy troops.
They will arrive during the
game (?)
For clarity, we use 2 figure
command bases for levy, 3
figure command bases for
retinue and 4 figure command bases for household
troops.

5. The attackers have assaulted the church and been re-buffed (ouch!).
The feeble attacker right wing stands in front of the defender’s hill.

6. This is part way into the
game.
The attacking army is on the
left. The defending army is on
the right.

The attacking army occupies
the three zones forming a
straight line away from the
viewer and on the left. In the
distance can be seen an attacker ward staying on the hill.

7. The defender’s army is on the right. This army holds the hill in the foreground, the building , the stream and a hill in the far distance.
Hills really are very effective for defence. The stream scenery is where the
stream is significant.
The victory criteria are different fro each player.
Units are grouped into “wards”. Wards move from zone to zone. No measuring. Nice.

In the nearest zone there are
two attacker retinue units with
accompanying “winning the
fight markers”. There is almost
no record keeping. All status is
through limited use of markers.

The rules are easy to memorise. The Playsheet should not
be needed after a game or two.

8. A close up (bit blurry) of the failed attacker assault upon the
church. Because this is
a battle, the church
just signifies buildings.
It does not represent
an exact building.
The blue bases with
the attacker ward are
casualties. This will effect the attacker ward
when it starts its next
turn and takes morale.
The winning defender
ward has gained winning the fight markers.

9. This hill is on the defender base edge. Throughout the game various defender
units came and went. At no time did the attackers get across to this hill. They were
very busy elsewhere. The casualty markers (red) are from withdrawing units bringing their problems with them.
This hill was held until the game end and added to defender victory points.

End game
The attacker won this game.
Partially because they owned more zones by the end, including a break through in
the all important defender central zone. The attacker cavalry launched an effective
charge against the defender’s left flank. On the right attacker flank the units were
reinforced and joined by a general for a very lucky assault. 7 D6 versus 9 D6 and
the 7D6 attacker won!

